The GDPR is probably the most comprehensive personal data protection
law ever seen, that requires more than lip service to comply
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GDPR compliance is an ongoing journey to
improve the corporate digitisation
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that came into effect on 25 May 2018 continues to be an evolving
and on-going challenge for most organisations. The headline figure revealed that only half of the EU companies were
‘fully compliant’ on the enforcement date of 25 May, with roughly a quarter (27%) not fully compliant and the rest
(23%) unsure.
Given the potential fines and reputational damage for non-compliance companies cannot afford to neglect the
correct GDPR methodology for implementation. The focus on GDPR will remain high on the corporate agenda of all
businesses to avoid reputational damage and cause trust issues with the stakeholders.
The post-implementation updated FAS seminar/workshop is for all individuals who are the stakeholders in
managing data protection, privacy, IT Governance and IT and Cybersecurity within the organisation. Participants
with GDPR awareness who wish to improve the effectiveness of their IT Governance, Data and Compliance strategy,
and streamline the GDPR processes will be able to use our methodology to ensure long-term compliance.
The module based one day event provides a comprehensive introduction and the practical understanding of the
post-implementation implications and the legal requirements. The structured methodology and the implementation
path to ensure EU GDPR compliance, and how GDPR stakeholders can help avoid additional work, loss of reputation
resulting from data breaches, and the mandatory cyber resilience, data protection, and cybersecurity issues.

The GDPR essentially creates a new position of the data protection officer in public and many private organisations.
Data protection officers will be empowered to independently ensure compliance with the new data protection
regime. Even for private organisations not obliged to formally appoint a DPO, there will be a need to develop an
experienced and knowledgeable privacy professional to manage compliance and security risks. The GDPR brings
many new and stricter requirements challenging the skills of all privacy professionals. DPOs will gain rapid visibility
and career opportunities since they are required to report directly to top management. These new roles will be very
active in passing the message of controlling privacy risks and monitoring compliance with the requirements (and the
benefits) of the new GDPR throughout the organisations.
Be certified after intensive training
Ÿ

Independent qualification by the EU GDPR Institute

Ÿ

No jargons: suitable for data protection officers, privacy and security professionals, IT specialists, compliance
officers, auditors and consultants

EU GDPR Institute methodology
Ÿ

Holistic approach: Legal + IT + change management

Ÿ

Based on real business scenarios, discussion cases and practical experiences

Ÿ

Provide tools, templates and other giveaways

Ÿ

Quality learning and networking time

INSTRUCTORS
Asher Miller

Kersi F Porbunderwalla

Compliance Expert & International lawyer

Founder & CEO, EUGDPR Institute
Is the President and CEO of The EUGDPR Institute and SecretaryGeneral of Copenhagen Compliance®. He functions as an
advisor, teacher, instructor, researcher, commentator and
practitioner on Data Protection and Data Privacy, Governance,
Risk Management, Compliance and IT security (GRC), Bribery,
Fraud and Corruption (BFC) and Corporate Social/Stakeholder
Responsibility (CSR) issues.

Asher Miller is a Compliance Consultant and Business Law Expert. He
advises corporations in the areas of Data Privacy, Anti-Corruption,
Money laundering, Compliance and Third Party management and
training. He combines knowledge in international contracts and
corporate law, specialising in the defence and public sector and
advises and handles international contracts, providing corporations
with hands-on legal work, based on many years of experience in
transactions and international negotiations.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DPOs, CIOs/CTOs
Internal Audit Managers and Staff
CISO
CxO
Lawyers and Auditors
Compliance Officers
GRC Officers
IT and cyber Security Officers
Information Security Managers
IT Directors and Managers
Consultants and project managers involved in data protection, information
security or cyber security issues
Ÿ Consultants and project managers that participate in GDPR projects.
Ÿ Individuals with some IT experience who want to qualify on GDPR issues.
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EMAIL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
OR CLARIFICATION
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Certification:

The exam (certification) is optional and can
be taken the same day on-line after the
seminar.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

by
Global GRC Solutions

e-mail:info@eugdpr.institute or info@copenhagencompliance.com | Tel: +45 2121 0616

www.eugdpr.institute

PROGRAM OUTLINE FOR THE DAY
09:00 - 09:25

Introduction to the The GDPR Institute GDPR roadmap

09:25 - 10:30

Plan - General definitions & DPO

10:30 - 10:45

Tea/Coffee Break

10:45 - 11:05

Plan - Project scope

11:05 - 12:00

Plan - Data inventory

12:00 - 12:30

Lunch Break

12:30 - 13:30

Do - Accesses, consents & requests

13:30 - 14:20

Do - Transfers & breaches

14:20 - 14:35

Tea/Coffee Break

14:35 - 15:35

Improve - Data Protection Impact Assessments

15:35 - 16:00

Closing and FAS certification

